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The demand by artists and craftspeople for visually exciting designs has created renewed interest in

traditional Japanese motifs which are ideal for modern decorative and graphic needs.This

comprehensive archive presents 276 exquisite Japanese stencil designs, inspired by natural

themes and developed to ideographic perfection through the centuries. Sky, seam and land birds,

beasts, insects, and countless flora and fauna comprise Japanese design vocabulary.Versatile

motifs include clouds, sun, stars, waves, birds, butterflies, dragonflies, fish, and delicate floral and

foliate patterns Ã¢â‚¬â€• chrysanthemum, plum and cherry blossoms, bamboo, ivy, wisteria, oak

and maple leaves, and much more. You'll also find abstract and geometric designs Ã¢â‚¬â€• circles,

squares, diamonds, polygons, stripes, bands, and lattice motifs Ã¢â‚¬â€• as well as fans, wheels,

umbrellas, and other man-made objects.
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The demand by artists and craftspeople for visually exciting designs has created renewed interest in

traditional Japanese motifs which are ideal for modern decorative and graphic needs.This

comprehensive archive presents 276 exquisite Japanese stencil designs, inspired by natural

themes and developed to ideographic perfection through the centuries. Sky, seam and land birds,

beasts, insects, and countless flora and fauna comprise Japanese design vocabulary.Versatile

motifs include clouds, sun, stars, waves, birds, butterflies, dragonflies, fish, and delicate floral and

foliate patternsÃ¢â‚¬â€•chrysanthemum, plum and cherry blossoms, bamboo, ivy, wisteria, oak and



maple leaves, and much more. You'll also find abstract and geometric designsÃ¢â‚¬â€•circles,

squares, diamonds, polygons, stripes, bands, and lattice motifsÃ¢â‚¬â€•as well as fans, wheels,

umbrellas, and other man-made objects.

This is a book of stencil prints. In other words, they are black & white designs. What I had intended

to purchase was actual stencils.

While I love the images in this book, the print quality and paper used is poor. My book had streaky

print where solid black should be on a number of images. You could easily see through the pages to

the image printed on the backside of the paper. I had seen an older version of this book and

purchased my own because I liked the images (for use with metal etching). Unfortunately, the

book's quality made me return it as defective. If you're going to buy this, try to look for an older,

used version.

Designs are good, but book is not exactly what I expected.

I am soooo glad I got this book. The designs are superb, and can be used in a zillion ways for

design, fine art, etc. Just the inspiration I was looking for, and more. Good flow to the designs in

terms of pattern, light and dark, and variety. Good for graphic design basis and logo thinking, too,

but I will use it in my paintings and sculpture textures.

Very nice

Should have read closer. Guess it's good for what it is. I'm not sure what I was expecting but will

find some way to use it.

got this several yrs ago

This book is about as fine as I had hoped. It's not very long, but the prints are very nice. I already

made logical use out of it the first week I had it.
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